From Digital Workplace to Learning Experience Platform.
Train people, drive performance, and deliver results.
Put your employees first, create interactions and engage people.
How do digital technologies answer training needs and the expectations of people in the future of work?
How do you support the continuous learning of employees, taking into account both their interests and company needs?
How can you keep employees engaged and aligned on company goals?

TamTamy Reply redefines the concept of a Learning Experience Platform: putting the employee first by providing a personalized learning path, simple and engaging learning content, enabling peer to peer training, enhancing collaboration and communication.

TamTamy is a unified solution for learning, enterprise social networks and intranets. Listen to the voice of your employees with TamTamy’s tools, formats and services.

A tailored and safe digital environment where employees are trained, can collaborate and engage in conversations. TamTamy could work with your LMS to enhance the individual learner’s interactions and engagement, via greater personalization and content curation.

Thanks to its flexibility, TamTamy allows you to compose different features to create human centered, engaging formats, answering to your company needs.

TamTamy Reply offers consulting services dedicated to the design of digital communication initiatives, community and content management systems, corporate communication strategies, creation of promotional campaigns, employee engagement and interactive online events.

TamTamy becomes your partner in designing and implementing a roadmap to reach corporate excellence.

LEARNING PATH
TamTamy allows your employees to be at the center of the learning experience: browse personalized course catalogues (filtering with respect to tag, skill and competences), search courses inside TamTamy (your LMS or external sources), read feedback from colleagues, build a personalized learning path and share knowledge with all the community.

MICROLEARNING
TamTamy combines traditional training with new technologies and formats to ease learning dynamics. The Microlearning feature is an alternative and more immediate methodology to engage users - through training pills and related assessment phases with concise just in time learning. Editors and users can easily create appealing Microlearning objects.

SOCIAL LEARNING
Thanks to TamTamy social features, training becomes part of the corporate culture: collaboration areas, comments, likes, rating, feedback and online brainstorming can be associated with any learning activity such as pills, dedicated courses, offline activities, external resources and training objects. Everything enhanced with gamification logic.

INTEGRATION
TamTamy supports SCORM packages and can be easily integrated with any LMS as a front-end layer or work as the main platform. Native support for both Office 365 and G Suite tools are available: users, groups, documents, calendars and chat can be easily added and integrated with the TamTamy platform. Custom integrations can be requested on demand.